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Abstract—This article describes the information system for measuring and evaluating the dose rate in the environment of nuclear power plants Mochovce and Bohunice in Slovakia.

The article presents the results achieved in the implementation of the EU project – Research of monitoring and evaluation of non-standard conditions in the area of nuclear power plants. The objectives included improving the system of acquisition, measuring and evaluating data with mobile and autonomous units applying new knowledge from research.

The article provides basic and specific features of the system and compared to the previous version of the system, also new functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of measuring the dose rate using monitoring devices is to detect the radiation situation in nuclear power plants (Bohunice and Mochovce of the SE-ENEL company) in various stages of monitoring emergency situations.

Dose rate is calculated as the ratio of rate dD in the time interval dt, and this interval [2], [3]:

\[ D = \frac{dD}{dt} \text{ [Gy.s}^{-1}] \] \hspace{1cm} (1)

At a given point, a dose (an absorbed dose) D is specified as the ratio of the medium energy transmitted dε, transferred to a substance with the weight dm by inducing ionizing radiation.

\[ D = \frac{d\varepsilon}{dm} \text{ [Gy]} \] \hspace{1cm} (2)

where is the transferred energy and is calculated as the sum of the differences (Rin-Rex) and (Qin-Qex), where R represents radiated energy of each charged and uncharged ionizing particle, which entered (Rin) and left (Rex) a substance in the given space (body), Qin is a loss and Qex stands for an increase in resting nuclear energy and in elementary particles in any nuclear transform in the space.

Currently, there is no universal and open system for data collection and assessing risk data (clearly including dose rate) in the region of Central Europe [6]. Based on long cooperation with a number of companies, such as SE-ENEL a.s., Research Institute of nuclear power plants and other, the need to build systems for monitoring environment was identified, with an emphasis being laid on the identification of pollution caused by radioactive waste. The implementation of a complex research in this area is a prerequisite for improving the situation.

Improving the system for acquisition, measurement and evaluation of system data using mobile units was one of the objectives of this research.

II. PROPOSAL OF THE SYSTEM

System monitoring dose rate (hereinafter referred to as GISmon system) is one of technical systems supporting decision-making in emergency situations. The structure of technical resources for monitoring radiation situation in the environment of the Jaslovské Bohunice Nuclear Power Plant is in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Technical means for monitoring radiation situation [1]](image-url)
The GISmon system should be seen as an expansion component of the information system TDS – teledosimetric system [4]. Monitoring of any physical quantity can be achieved by hardware reconfiguration of the system. It depends on the sensors used.

The GISmon system, whose structure is captured in Fig. 2, consists of three basic modules. GISmon Vehicle is an application running on a computer in a car. GISmon Desktop is an application running on computers in a control room. GISmon Server is an application running on the server.

System GISmon Desktop is used to display data from mobile units equipped with the GISmon Vehicle system and to provide any further communication with these units. The GISmon system is a GIS application (geographic information system) allowing using both vector and raster maps. The system supports importing and further using vector base such as ArcView Shapefile or MapInfo MIF/MID and more. It is also possible to georeference a raster image (such as aerial pictures, etc.) and to put it into a map base.

GISmon Vehicle performs the following functions:

- Defining the current position and the measured values of selected/all mobile units
- Displaying the trajectory of selected/all mobile units
- Selecting and presenting position/trajectory and state of any mobile unit from historical data
- Displaying trajectories of emergency plans
- Receiving and sending short text messages
- Displaying manually entered values from mobile units

The GISmon Vehicle system is used to measure dose rate in mobile units (vehicles) and to send the measured values to the server. The application also enables requesting and viewing current data from the teledosimetric system of nuclear power plants. GISmon Vehicle allows measuring the dose rate of the following sondes:

- FH40g (connected via serial cable)
- RS03 with a serial connection, as well as with a USB connection

As the data source for the current position, GPS receiver with a serial interface and NMEA 0183 protocol can be used. The software processes the data from a report of the GPRMC type (Recommended minimum specific GPS/TRANSIT data).

GISmon Vehicle performs the following functions:

- Displaying the current position of a vehicle, with the dose rate being distinguished using colors
- Displaying a trajectory with viewing the dose rate on a map base
- Manual selecting a predefined trajectory (e.g. according to the wind direction)
- Measuring the dose rate of a sonde connected (RS03 / FH40G)
- Selecting and displaying the current data from selected sondes of a TDS system
- Receiving and sending short text messages to headquarters
- Local archiving measured and accepted data
- Manual entering selected values and sending them to the server
- Sending the data to the server via the RACOM radio modems GISmon Server performs the following functions:

- Receiving the measured data from a vehicle and recording them into a local database
- Receiving the manually entered data and recording them to a local database
- Importing the TDS data from a CRCS through z_abbi.txt files and their short-term archiving to a local database
- Sending required TDS data to a vehicle
- Mediating the exchange of short text messages between the system participants
- Providing the communication with vehicles through RACOM radio modems using MARS-A protocol.

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In the development of the information system, we used various software engineering methods and techniques. In particular, they included:

- Modelling techniques for modelling the individual research processes using BPMN 2.0 notation,
- Modelling techniques for modelling the analysis and design artefacts using UML 2.0 and CASE tool - Enterprise Architect,
- For implementing, RAD development environments and a database environment were used,
- For configuring management of design artefacts and implementation, the CVS system was used,
- For testing in individual tasks, a tool for managing test scenarios was used.
Communication between mobile units and the dispatching department is provided by a communication server. Client stations of the dispatching connect to this server via a local area network. RACOM radio modem is connected to the server, providing the connection to mobile units (Fig. 2).

In the current version of the system we implemented the possibility of two-way communication – an operator of the dispatching department is allowed to update the data and send the new route and further instructions to a mobile unit. This communication is provided by opening TCP ports on the server, thus creating a virtual tunnel directly into the computer of a mobile unit.

The basic window of the application is shown in Fig. 3. On the right, you can find the navigation menu. By default, at launch, a screen with the data monitor is displayed, where the current dose rate and the integral dose (from the application start or from a sonde statistics reset) is shown. In the lower part, indication of current speed and connection state of a sonde, modem and GPS are to be seen.

Connection state of these interfaces is indicated by background color of a particular field. If a box is green, it means that everything is all right. The other colors mean:

- Yellow: for sonde - means that for a period of three cycles, the dose rate was not obtained, for modem - no response was obtained for period longer than 30 seconds, for GPS - GPS does not send data, or the GPS position is not obtained (bad signal).
- Blue - failed to open serial port of a device.
- Red - Problem with a device driver.

The application uses map bases created or imported in GISmon Desktop application. After launching, the application is loaded onto the selected map base and necessary imaging layers are created (Fig. 5). The color distinction of the measured dose rate level is provided by a legend. GISmon uses different layers for displaying data. Even the map base may consist of several layers with different content (municipalities, roads, buildings, etc.)

For displaying operating data and information, GISmon uses the following layers:

- Route - allows plotting and displaying emergency trajectories of vehicles
- Sectors - displays defined sectors and zones
- reports - here the messages with GPS latitude/longitude coordinates are displayed
- TDS - displays solid TDS stations with information on the current dose rate
- Auto_x - displays the current data on the dose rate obtained from a vehicle ("x" stands for a number from 1 to 3)
- Auto_xh - displays the historical data from a vehicle, requested based on user's filtering. ("x" stands for a number from 1 to 3)

To a certain extent, each layer may be adapted by simple configuration of basic parameters.

Legend configuration is stored in the default. legend file. The legend configuration can be carried out using the GISmon Desktop application. After the configuration change, new file with the legend configuration should be uploaded into the working directory of the GISmon Vehicle application. The new legend configuration will be loaded automatically with a new launch of the application.

The application enables creating, saving and loading map bases, viewing and modifying their object database and defining, or adding/removing single layers of the map base.

In Fig. 4, map base with actually measured data is shown in detail. In the upper right corner, you can see a TDS station, varying in its color, as well as in the color of the displayed points, depending on the dose rate in the given area.

For each object, a record in the GIS application database is created, which enables later viewing the individual values.

Definition of the desired trajectory is another feature available in the application. For each variant of a crisis plan, several trajectories are provided, which can be loaded and viewed directly in the map base.
The given route can be modified directly in the dispatch centre or control centre in real time, according to the needs of the situation. The results are directly displayed to a driver in the mobile device (Fig. 6).

Other benefits also include:
- Real time displaying measured data, including the chart of measured data,
- Displaying data and position in the map base,
- Exporting and importing the selected layer to an external file for processing in other GIS systems,
- Defining routes for vehicles,
- Automatic backup of the measured data,
- Possibility of inserting any picture into a map base layer and ensuring displaying the image on a particular place (e.g. inserting air frames, or a drawing into a map).
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